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Abstract—Sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) is an important primitive across a wide range of application domains such as scientific computing and graph analytics. Due to its intrinsic memory-bound characteristics, the performance of SpMV on throughput-oriented architectures such as GPU is bounded by the limited bandwidth between processors and memory. Processing-in-memory (PIM) architectures, made feasible by advances in 3D stacking, provide new opportunities to utilize ultra-high bandwidth by integrating compute-logic into memory.

In this paper, we develop an SpMV accelerator, named as SpaceA, based on PIM architectures. SpaceA integrates compute-logic near memory banks to exploit bank-level bandwidth. SpaceA contains both hardware and data-mapping design features to alleviate irregular memory access patterns which hinder full utilization of high memory bandwidth. In terms of hardware design features, SpaceA consists of two unique features: (1) it utilizes the capability of outstanding memory requests to hide the memory access latency to data located in non-local memory banks; (2) it integrates Content Addressable Memory (CAM) at the bank level to exploit data reuse of the input vectors. In addition, we develop a mapping scheme that partitions the sparse matrix into different memory banks, to maximize the data locality of the input vector and to achieve workload balance among processing elements (PEs) near each bank. Overall, SpaceA together with the proposed mapping method achieves 13.54x speedup and 87.49% energy saving on average over the GPU baseline on SpMV computation. In addition to SpMV primitives, we conduct a case study on graph analytics to demonstrate the benefits of SpaceA for applications built on SpMV. Compared to Tesseract and GraphP, state-of-the-art graph accelerators, SpaceA obtains better performance due to its higher effective bandwidth provided by near-bank integration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sparse matrix-vector multiplication (SpMV) is a special case of matrix-vector multiplication, where the input matrix contains a large number of zero elements. In many real-world application domains such as scientific computing [19], [51] and graph analytics [14], [72], [74], algorithms can be formulated as iterations of matrix-vector multiplication where the matrix is sparse and is reused across multiple runs. Multiple iterations of SpMV run until the convergence of the output vector form the primary bottleneck in these algorithms. The zero elements in the sparse matrix provide new opportunities for efficient storage and computation by skipping them, allowing them to overcome the bottleneck in these algorithms.

Because of the importance of SpMV across these application domains, efficient SpMV computing has been well-studied in traditional multi-core and many-core architectures over the last several decades. These studies mainly focus on efficient sparse matrix storage methods and corresponding parallel algorithm designs to balance workloads across processors, to exploit the locality of the input vector, and to reduce atomic operation overheads in output vector [47], [59], [60], [71]. In addition, several offline preprocessing techniques [37], [38], [54] have been developed to improve the performance of SpMV through optimized storage formats and partitioning methods. In the application scenario where the same sparse matrix is reused over multiple iterations, the overhead of offline preprocessing is well-amortized. In this paper, we first study state-of-the-art SpMV implementations in the vendor-provided library on NVIDIA GPU. Our profiling results reveal a high DRAM utilization, which indicates that SpMV has been well-optimized on GPU and the memory bandwidth becomes the bottleneck.

To provide a higher effective memory bandwidth, processing in memory (PIM) and near data processing (NDP) architectures introduce new opportunities by integrating compute-logic near memory. The recent advancement in integrated circuit (IC) process technology makes these architectures feasible, especially 3D stacking process technology [65]. Hybrid memory cube (HMC) [1] and high bandwidth memory (HBM) [2] are two promising memory designs that leverage the benefits of 3D stacking. Memory banks are stacked onto layers above the base logic die where memory control logic is fabricated, and different layers communicate using through-silicon vias (TSV). Such a stacked memory organization presents opportunities for PIM at two levels: 1) base logic die level and 2) memory bank level with minimal changes to the circuit design of bank groups. In comparison with the integration of compute-logic on the base die, compute-logic near memory banks is closer to data. Thus, access to local data has lower latency, higher bandwidth, and higher energy efficiency. Therefore,
PIM architectures, especially bank-level logic integration, are promising for designing SpMV accelerators to overcome the bandwidth bottleneck in traditional multi-core and many-core designs. In this work, we develop SpaceA, an accelerator for SpMV based on near bank data processing. In SpaceA, we distribute the non-zero elements across the memory banks and operate on them using processing elements (PEs) near the banks.

Although PIM architectures provide higher effective bandwidth compared to the traditional memory interface between processors and memory, there are several challenges in accelerator designs. First, the memory latency to access data in other banks is much higher than in the local bank. The PE design should hide such a high latency for fully utilizing the bank level bandwidth. Second, since interconnect bandwidth is much smaller than that of the memory bank, memory access should be kept as local as possible to ease the burden on the interconnect. Third, PEs near the memory banks have a strict area budget, which requires the compute logic to remain fairly simple, but effective. In addition, challenges of workload balancing and locality exploitation of the input vector also exist when distributing non-zero elements across PEs.

Our accelerator, SpaceA, is designed to overcome these challenges. To overcome the first challenge, each PE near the memory bank possesses a queue to hold the non-zero elements for processing and memory requests to input vector according to the column index of non-zero elements in this queue. Memory requests are non-blocking to hide the memory access latency to other banks by exploiting memory-level parallelism (MLP). To address the second challenge, content addressable memory (CAM) is integrated at the bank level to cache elements from the input vector so that the amount of memory access to other banks is reduced by exploiting the locality. This helps alleviate the bandwidth pressure on the TSVs. The third challenge related to the strict area budget is tackled by the fact that our PE design only includes a queue and a floating-point unit (FPU). Therefore, our PE occupies a very small area overhead, which makes it practical to be integrated near the memory banks. In addition to these design options to overcome hardware challenges, we develop a mapping scheme for SpaceA to distribute the non-zero elements of the sparse matrix across different memory banks to achieve workload balance among PEs and to exploit the locality of data from the input vector.

In summary, our contributions are as follows:

- We design an accelerator, named SpaceA, to leverage outstanding memory requests to hide the memory access latency to non-local banks. To reduce the memory traffic to non-local banks, we integrate CAM buffers in SpaceA to exploit the locality of input vectors.
- We develop a mapping scheme for SpaceA to distribute the non-zero elements across different banks to achieve workload balance among PEs and to exploit the data locality of the input vector.
- Our evaluation of SpaceA with the proposed mapping scheme on matrices [19] from real-world applications reveals 13.5x speedup and 87.49% energy saving on average over the GPU baseline with only 4.86% area overhead. Additionally, our case study on graph applications demonstrates a better performance than state-of-the-art graph accelerators, Tesseract [4] and GraphP [76], because of the higher effective bandwidth provided by near-bank integration instead of placing compute-logic on the base die.

II. BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

A. SpMV Workloads

SpMV is a widely used operation in many applications that use algorithms based on a large amount iterations of matrix-vector multiplication in which the coefficient matrix is sparse. We denote an SpMV operation as $Y = Y + AX$ where $X$ is the input vector, $A$ is the input matrix, and $Y$ is the output vector. We denote the dimensions of the input matrix as $m$ and $n$, which indicate that the matrix has $m$ rows and $n$ columns. Additionally, we denote $\text{nnz}$ as the number of non-zero elements. Each component of the output vector can be computed as $Y_i = Y_i + \sum_{j=0}^{n-1} A_{ij}X_j$ where $Y_i$ is the $i$-th component of vector $Y$, $X_j$ is the $j$-th component of vector $X$, and $A_{ij}$ is the element located in $i$-th row and $j$-th column of matrix $A$. For a sparse matrix, the computation of $A_{ij}X_j$ can be skipped for locations where $A_{ij} = 0$.

For highly sparse matrices, compressed storage formats such as Coordinate List (COO) and Compressed Sparse Row (CSR) store the non-zero elements efficiently and remove ineffective computation for the zero elements. The COO format is composed of three lists of length $\text{nnz}$. These three lists store the row index, the column index, and the value, respectively, for each non-zero element. The CSR format, on the other hand, consists of three arrays: 1) row ptr, 2) col idx, and 3) vals. Each entry in the row ptr array points to an entry in the col ids array which represents the beginning of the list of column ids containing non-zero elements in that row. The row ptr entry simultaneously points to the entry in the vals array which records the value of the non-zero elements. Figure 1 demonstrates how non-zero elements of $i$-th row are stored.

Compared to COO, CSR is more compact since it saves the memory space of row index array from the length of $\text{nnz}$ to the length of $m + 1$. Therefore, CSR is the most widely used sparse matrix format and $\text{CSR}()$ [3] is supported in almost all libraries on multi-core and many-core architectures.
to compute SpMV. SpaceA is designed to perform SpMV based on the CSR format.

B. SpMV on GPU

The poor reuse opportunity in the sparse matrix and irregular memory access patterns make SpMV memory-bound on multi-core and many-core processors. Compared to the CPU, GPU provides higher memory bandwidth through the GDDR memory bus and exploits memory-level parallelism to hide long memory access latency. To understand the state-of-the-art implementation of SpMV on GPU, we profiled SpMV computation with a collection of real-world matrices from the University of Florida sparse matrix collection [19]. The names, application domains, and characteristics of these matrices are elaborated upon Table 1. For the implementation of SpMV on GPU, we use the library routine `csrmv()` from the vendor-provided library cuSPARSE [3], which is a library optimized for sparse linear algebra operations on NVIDIA GPU. We measured the performance and profiled the DRAM metrics of SpMV on NVIDIA GPU, Titan Xp. DRAM read throughput is collected by `nvprof`. In addition, we measured effective read throughput which is computed as $\frac{\text{nnz}}{\text{time}}$ times the size of a non-zero element over the measured execution time. Moreover, we compute the achieved GFLOPs of SpMV as $\frac{\text{nnz}}{\text{time}}$ over the execution time, and the ALU utilization as the achieved GFLOPs over the maximum GFLOPs provided by GPU. Compared to the maximum DRAM bandwidth of Titan Xp, which is 547.8 GB/s, Figure 2 shows that the current average bandwidth utilization (as represented by the mean orange bar) of SpMV on GPU is 27.08% and 43.39% when excluding matrices 12, 13, and 14\(^1\). In addition, Figure 2 shows that the ALU utilization is only 2.68%. Figure 2 provides two important starting points for our work. First, the small ALU utilization compared to the much larger DRAM bandwidth utilization demonstrates the memory-bound behavior of SpMV, motivating our PIM-based architecture. Second, the effective bandwidth utilization (represented by the blue bar) is close to the actual bandwidth utilization (represented by the orange bar), which indicates that actual hardware innovation (rather than algorithmic innovation to eliminate redundant DRAM accesses) is required for higher performance SpMV.

C. 3D Memory

3D stacked memory such as HMC (the focus of this paper) and HBM are promising in terms of PIM architectures [65]. As shown in Figure 3(b), 3D stacking involves a base logic die with layers of DRAM dies stacked on top of it. A memory cube can be partitioned into vertical slices called vaults, each with private vertical connections through all layers physically realized with TSVs. Memory banks on a given layer are partitioned into bank groups (usually one bank group per vault per layer), and each bank group shares the same TSVs

1Exceptions represent social networks and web graphs which show relatively poorer utilization of the DRAM bandwidth, in agreement with prior studies [9], [10], [12].
banks on different dies, PEs attached to these memory banks have different functionalities. The PE of memory banks storing the sparse matrix computes partial dot-product results, while the PE of memory banks storing vectors accumulates the partial results which is finally stored into the output vector. We denote the first type of PE as **Product-PE** and the second type of PE as **Accumulation-PE**. Although these two types of PEs have different functionalities, they can be realized by the same set of hardware components. The hardware components of a bank group are shown in Figure 3(c). Following is the description of how these components are designed for the Product-PE and how they are used for the Accumulation-PE.

**Product-PE:** Product-PE is responsible for processing non-zero elements of the sparse matrix in its local memory bank. After \( t_{RAS} \) cycles, a DRAM row will be loaded into the row buffer of the memory bank (Figure 3(c)-1). Using the similar idea of CSR matrix format, when distributing non-zero elements into memory banks, the mapping algorithm aligns the number of non-zero elements of a row into the size of a DRAM row. This alignment causes non-zero elements of the same DRAM row to end in the same row index in the original sparse matrix. As a result, when storing non-zero elements in a DRAM row, the leading 4 bytes are used to indicate the row index of non-zero elements in this DRAM row, and the rest of the space is used to store pairs of column index and value.

As shown in Figure 3(c)-2, non-zero elements from a DRAM row buffer are pushed into a PE queue if the PE queue is not full. The PE queue is physically realized with scratchpad memory while the control logic in Product-PE accesses elements inside it as a logical cyclic queue. For each non-zero element in the PE queue, it needs to compute the partial result \( A_{ij}X_j \) where the row index \( i \), column index \( j \), and value \( A_{ij} \) are already known. The control unit scans the PE queue in a cyclic manner when it is not empty, and then processes a non-zero element every \( L_p \) cycle (Figure 3(c)-3). For each unprocessed non-zero element, it will check whether \( X_j \) is ready in the register file.

**Case I: \( X_j \) is not ready:** When \( X_j \) is not ready, the Product-PE needs to read it from other memory banks because vectors are stored separately from the matrix. The access latency to a remote bank is significantly larger than the access to its local memory. To exploit the locality of the input vector, SpaceA integrates an L1 CAM for PEs in the same bank group. This L1 CAM provides a key-value store so that it can help to search the value \( X_j \) according to the column index \( j \) (Figure 3(c)-4). When the access to L1 CAM misses, it will return a miss signal which indicates that the remote access is unavoidable. To hide the latency of remote access, the control unit will continue to process the next element in the PE queue instead of waiting for the value \( X_j \). Since this is a logical cyclic queue, the control unit will access this non-zero element again after scanning the rest of non-zero elements in the PE queue. Meanwhile, L1 CAM will send the requested column index \( j \) to the load queue (LDQ) (Figure 3(c)-5) to remove the duplication of data requests. If this column index has not been requested yet, it will send out the request through TSV (Figure 3(c)-6). When the requested value \( X_j \) comes back, it will be written into both L1 CAM and register file. The corresponding load request \( j \) will be removed from the load queue. Since the control unit repeatedly iterates through all elements in the PE queue, \( X_j \) will become ready when the control unit accesses it again after the requested value comes back.

**Case II: \( X_j \) is ready:** When \( X_j \) is ready in the register file, it will send \( A_{ij}, X_j \), and the current partial result \( Y_i \) to Floating-point Unit (FPU) for computing \( Y_i = Y_i + A_{ij}X_j \) (Figure 3(c)-7). After accumulating the partial result into \( Y_i \), the non-zero element is labelled as processed. When all of non-zero elements from the same DRAM row in the front of the PE queue are processed, they are popped out of the queue and the control unit moves the front pointer of the queue. The granularity for popping non-zero elements is the same size of a DRAM row buffer so that the whole row buffer of new data
can be pushed into the PE queue, and checked as to whether the row index of this new row is different from the existing row index. The partial result $Y_i$ is flushed out through TSV when the new row index is different from the existing row index.

**Accumulation-PE:** Bank groups with Accumulation PE serve two purposes. First, since the memory banks of this bank group store some elements of the input vector, it will respond the value $X_j$ according to the requested column index $j$. For this purpose, the request first goes to L1 CAM, and then goes to the memory bank if $X_j$ is not in the L1 CAM (CAM miss). This part only needs the help of the memory bank, L1 CAM, and control unit. Second, since the memory banks of this bank group store some elements of the output vector, they need to accumulate partial results $Y_i$. To achieve this purpose, the SRAM of the PE queue is used to realize an update buffer where the elements of the output buffer are stored. When $Y_i$ comes, it will first look up the output buffer by the row index stored in the register file. If corresponding output elements are not in the update buffer, it will be loaded into the update buffer from the memory bank. Then existing $Y_i$ and new partial result $Y_i$ will be accumulated with the help of the FPU. When the update buffer is full, it will write the logical first row back to the memory bank, and load a new row containing $Y_i$ from the memory bank.

**C. Vault Controller**

The components of a vault controller on the base die are shown in Figure 3(d). In addition to the existing NoC router for inter-vault communication and the memory controller to read and write memory banks attached to the same TSVs, SpaceA integrates a L2 CAM and a corresponding load queue to exploit the locality of the input vector in the communication path between bank groups. There are three types of packets a vault controller could potentially process.

**Type I: Xj request.** When the vault controller receives the request for the value of $X_j$, it will first look up the L2 CAM according to the column index $j$. If $X_j$ exists in L2 CAM, the vault controller will generate a response packet with the value of $X_j$, and send it back to the source of the request packet, either by NoC router to other vaults or TSV to bank groups attached to the same TSV. If $X_j$ does not exist in L2 CAM, it will load the load queue (LDQ) to remove duplicated requests for $X_j$. The vault controller will forward this request to the bank group storing $X_j$ according to the column index $j$ by either the NoC router or the TSV.

**Type II: Xj response.** When the vault controller receives the response for the value of $X_j$, the vault controller will have the same logic as the Product-PE hearing back the value of $X_j$. Besides forwarding this packet to its destination, the vault controller will write the value $X_j$ into its L2 CAM and remove the corresponding entry in the load queue.

**Type III: Yi partial result:** The vault controller for partial result $Y_i$ will forward it to the corresponding vault storing $Y_i$ according to the row index $i$. If $Y_i$ is stored in the same vault, it will forward it to the bank groups on the bottom of DRAM.

### Algorithm 1 Row assignment to logical PEs.

```plaintext
Algorithm 1: Row assignment to logical PEs.

1. Initialize $\text{nnz} = \frac{\text{nnz}}{\#\text{PEs}}$
2. Initialize $K_p = \text{a large constant value}$
3. For $pid = 0$ to $\#\text{PEs}$ do
   1. Initialize the set of assigned rows, $R_{pid} = \emptyset$
   2. Initialize the set of unique column indexes, $\text{COL}_{pid} = \emptyset$
   3. Initialize the number of assigned non-zero elements, $W_{pid} = 0$
4. End for
5. For $i = 0$ to $m$ do
   1. $N_i$: the number of non-zero elements in $i$-th row
   2. $C_i$: the set of column indexes in $i$-th row
   3. For $pid = 0$ to $\#\text{PEs}$ do
      1. If $W_{pid} + N_i > \text{nnz}$ then
         1. $\text{Score}_{pid} = - (W_{pid} + N_i - \text{nnz}) \times K_p$
      2. Else
         1. $\text{Overlap} = |C_i \cap \text{COL}_{pid}|$
         2. $\text{Score}_{pid} = \max \left\{ \frac{\text{Overlap}}{N_i}, \frac{1}{W_{pid} + N_i} \right\}$
   4. End if
7. End for
8. $\text{maxID} = \text{the pid with highest } \text{Score}_{pid}$
9. $R_{\text{maxID}} = R_{\text{maxID}} \cup \{i\}$
10. $\text{COL}_{\text{maxID}} = \text{COL}_{\text{maxID}} \cup C_i$
11. $W_{\text{maxID}} = W_{\text{maxID}} + N_i$
12. End for
```

After the algorithm ends, the vault controller will respond the value $X_j$ according to the logic as shown in Figure 4. For this purpose, the request first goes to L1 CAM, and then goes to the memory bank if $X_j$ is not in the L1 CAM (CAM miss). This part only needs the help of the memory bank, L1 CAM, and control unit. Second, since the memory banks of this bank group store some elements of the output vector, they need to accumulate partial results $Y_i$. To achieve this purpose, the SRAM of the PE queue is used to realize an update buffer where the elements of the output buffer are stored. When $Y_i$ comes, it will first look up the output buffer by the row index stored in the register file. If corresponding output elements are not in the update buffer, it will be loaded into the update buffer from the memory bank. Then existing $Y_i$ and new partial result $Y_i$ will be accumulated with the help of the FPU. When the update buffer is full, it will write the logical first row back to the memory bank, and load a new row containing $Y_i$ from the memory bank.

**IV. MAPPING METHOD**

**A. Overview**

The proposed mapping method distributes the non-zero elements of a sparse matrix into the memory banks of SpaceA for Product-PE to process. There are two overall metrics to efficiently use SpaceA hardware: 1) workload balance and 2) locality. First, since all PEs process non-zero elements in parallel, the performance is bounded by the slowest PE, which requires workload balance among PEs. Second, since SpaceA integrates L1 CAM at the bank group level and L2 CAM at the base die of each vault to mitigate the latency of accessing the data of input vector, non-zero elements assignment should consider the column index locality of non-zero elements to leverage L1 and L2 CAM for keeping access local.

To achieve workload balance and leverage the locality of the input vector, we design the overall mapping pipeline shown in Figure 4, which takes the hardware configuration of SpaceA and the sparse matrix as the input. As shown in Figure 4, the first phase assigns different rows to PEs, which are logical PEs without any physical location information. In this phase, we exploit the intra-PE locality by assigning the rows of non-zero elements to exploit the locality of the input vector. To achieve this purpose, we split the input vector into a set of non-zero elements and minimize the number of non-zero elements assigned to PEs. The algorithm used in this phase is further introduced in Section IV-B. In the second phase, we place all logical PEs into the physical location in SpaceA. This phase clusters PE workloads with similar sets of column index from the non-zero elements, and minimizes
the maximal number of unique column indexes across bank groups and vaults to achieve workload balance. The formulated optimization problem is detailed in Section IV-C.

B. Logical PE Workload

The first phase assigns multiple rows of the sparse matrix into PEs, each of which is considered equivalent. In this phase, we balance the workload among PEs and maximize the intra-PE locality. Algorithm 1 shows the scheme, which iterates through all rows and determines which PE is the best to be assigned for a specific row according to the current assignment of previous rows. The metric used to determine the best PE for processing this row is designed according to the following two principles. First, if the current row $i$ assigned to the current PE $pid$ makes the current PE process the number of elements larger than $\frac{nnz}{\text{pid}}$, we add a penalty for the number of elements exceeding this budget. The penalty $\frac{nnz}{\text{pid}}$ is computed as $\frac{nnz}{\text{pid}}$ over the total number of logical PEs. When each PE processes $\frac{nnz}{\text{pid}}$ elements, the workloads of PEs are perfectly balanced. Second, the column index overlap between non-zero elements of the current row $i$ and the non-zero elements of existing rows assigned to the current PE $pid$ is computed. In case of an overlap, the overlap ratio is taken as the score, which is the number of overlap non-zero elements over the number of non-zero elements of row $i$. When there is no overlap, the factor one over the number of non-zero elements assigned to the current PE is taken as the score. This score rating metric means we optimize locality first and the workload balance when the number of non-zero elements does not exceed the given budget $\frac{nnz}{\text{pid}}$. After computing the score of each PE, the row $i$ is assigned to the PE with the highest score.

Although mapping the sparse matrix optimally to logical PEs is an NP-hard problem, our mapping heuristic is feasible in terms of time complexity. We denote $P$ as the number of PEs, $W_{pid}$ as the number of non-zero elements assigned to PE $pid$, and $N_i$ as the number of non-zero elements in the row $i$. Each row needs the time complexity of $O(N_i \sum_{pid=1}^{P} \log W_{pid})$. Since $W_{pid}$ is always smaller than $nnz$ (the total number of non-zero elements), the upper bound of the time complexity of a row assignment can be simplified as $O(N_i \log nnz)$. Summing up the time complexity of assigning all rows, since $\sum_{i=1}^{m} N_i = nnz$, the time complexity for finishing all row assignments has an upper bound $O(P \times nnz \log nnz)$. This time complexity is scalable in terms of the number of PEs and the number of non-zero elements. Therefore, the algorithm of this phase is practical enough, and its effectiveness is further demonstrated in Section V-C.

C. Logical PE Placement

In this phase, each logical PE is placed into the position of a physical PE. We decouple this phase into two stages. First, logical PEs are clustered into bank groups. Second, bank groups are clustered into vaults. To achieve locality and workload balance, this phase minimizes the maximal number of unique column indexes across bank groups and vaults when clustering banks and bank groups. Both stages, clustering logical PEs and bank groups, represent similar problems in terms of problem structure and optimization target. Therefore, we abstract the problem of both stages as follows. Given $p$ sets $S_1, S_2, ..., S_p$, we divide them evenly into $q$ groups, and each group has the same number of sets $k$ where $p = kq$. Therefore, we denote $C_{gw}$ as the $w$-th set assigned to the group $g$. The value of $C_{gw}$ should be one of the values between 1 and $p$. To optimize locality, we want sets assigned to the same group to have a larger overlap. Locality indicates the preference to assign sets with a larger number of overlap while
workload balance implies that the maximal number of unique elements should be minimized. The problem is formulated as Formula 1 where \( F(C) \) stands for the maximum number of unique elements across all groups under the assignment \( C \).

\[
\text{minimize} \quad F(C)
\]

\[
\text{subject to} \quad F(C) = \max_{1 \leq p \leq q} \left\{ \sum_{c=1}^{k} \left| S_{c_{pw}} \right| \right\}, \quad (1)
\]

\( C_{pw} \in \{1, 2, \ldots, p\}, \forall 1 \leq g \leq q, 1 \leq w \leq k \)

\( C_{g1w1} \neq C_{g2w2}, \forall (g1, w1) \neq (g2, w2) \)

In the first stage, \( p \) equals the number of logical PEs and \( q \) equals the number of bank groups while in the second stage, \( p \) equals the number of bank groups and \( q \) equals the number of vaults. The formulated problem is also an NP-hard problem; thus we use a heuristic algorithm similar to Algorithm 1 to solve it. The effectiveness of the mapping algorithm is quantitatively shown in Section V-C.

V. Evaluation

In this section, we first introduce the experimental setup in Section V-A. Next, we detail the overall performance, power, and area results of our design compared to state-of-the-art SpMV implementations on GPU in Section V-B. Section V-C demonstrates the advantages of our proposed mapping methods. Section V-D shows the sensitivity studies of SpaceA performance to hardware configurations. Section V-E studies the scalability of SpaceA design. Finally, we conduct a case study of using SpaceA to accelerate graph analytics to show its potential for benefiting applications built on SpMV.

A. Evaluation Methodology

Workload. We evaluate SpaceA by executing SpMV using fifteen real-world matrices from various application domains including scientific computing and graph analytics. These matrices come from the University of Florida collection [19], and they are used in prior studies for accelerating SpMV on GPU [60] and Intel Xeon Phi processors [61]. In terms of the distribution of non-zeros, these matrices cover both structural patterns (i.e. a smaller standard deviation of the number of non-zeros in each row) and non-structural patterns (i.e. a larger standard deviation of the number of non-zeros in each row). The details of these matrices are listed in Table I.

Hardware Configuration. We adopt an HMC-like [1] design to realize the architecture design of SpaceA. The rest of the evaluation results assume an HMC-like architecture, a detailed further discussion between HMC and HBM technology can be found in Section VII. We use an HMC configuration specified in the prior HMC characterization study [28]. Specifically, a memory cube has 16 vaults that use 1024 TSVs running at the bit rate of 2 Gbps to communicate with 8 stacked DRAM die layers. Each bank group has 2 banks; each bank has a capacity of 128 Mb with a 2 Kb row buffer. Therefore, there are 256 memory banks in a memory cube with a total of 4 GB capacity, and a memory cube has a footprint of 48mm². We use NVIDIA Titan Xp as a representative of GPU architecture for comparison which has processors with a die size 471 mm², an area equivalent to that of 10 cubes. We assume that the area of GPU DRAM dies is comparable to processors in Titan Xp, thus the default configuration of SpaceA uses 16 cubes, occupying 768 mm² – a similar area footprint as Titan Xp. Inside each PE, there is a 16 Kb scratchpad memory for the PE queue, which enables the PE to process non-zero elements from 8 DRAM rows concurrently. Register file has the same size as the number of non-zero elements stored in a PE queue. To support double-precision SpMV in scientific computing, each PE includes a floating-point unit (FPU). PEs from the same bank group share an L1 CAM with 32 sets and 4 ways per set. Each way in L1 CAM has 32 bytes, which is equivalent to the size of 4 input vector elements. The configuration of the number of ways per set and the size of each way in L2 CAM is the same as L1 CAM for simplicity, whereas L2 CAM has a larger number of sets, which is 2048 by default. The size of L1 and L2 CAM are 4 KB and 256 KB respectively. The load queues for L1 and L2 CAM are used to remove duplicate requests, and they are realized with fully associated CAM which have the sizes of 512 and 8192 elements respectively. The default configuration of L1 and L2 CAM is an intuitive design point; a detailed sensitivity for L1 and L2 CAM will be demonstrated in Section V-D to further justify our design point.

Simulation Method. We develop an event-based in-house simulator for the performance and power simulation. The performance simulation is based on triggering events according to the behavior of each hardware component described in Section III. The triggered events are simulated to happen after a deterministic latency of the event triggering it which is based on the latency model of each hardware component. The events in the performance simulator cover FPU computation, the read/write to DRAM banks, on-chip SRAM (register file, PE queue, L1 CAM, L1 load queue, L2 CAM, and L2 load queue), TSV, and NoC packet transfer. Additionally, our simulator maintains a data structure tracking values stored in DRAM banks and on-chip SRAM when simulating each event, and some events will modify this data structure. At the end of the simulation, the correctness of the event triggering mechanism is validated by the values of the output vector.

After validating the event triggering mechanism, the fidelity of our performance simulation relies on the latency of each event. Therefore, we use an existing well-validated simulator CACTI-3DD [15] and tape-out FPU design [23] to provide the latency model of each hardware component. Specifically, CACTI-3DD provides the access latency for DRAM banks, on-chip SRAM, and data transfer via TSV. Prior work [23] provides the latency of the FPU design.

Our event-based simulator logs a detailed event trace including read/write transactions to DRAM banks and on-chip SRAM, TSV data transfer, and FPU computation. Meanwhile, CACTI-3DD provides the energy consumption for each read/write transaction, TSV data transfer, and the static power of these components. FPU design [23] provides both dynamic and static power. Finally, we estimate the total energy con-
TABLE I
THE INFORMATION OF SPARSE MATRICES USED TO EVALUATE SPMV ON GPU AND SPACEA. THE NUMBER OF NON-ZERO ELEMENTS (nnz), AVERAGE NUMBER OF NON-ZERO ELEMENTS PER ROW (μ), AND THE STANDARD DEVIATION OF THE NUMBER OF NON-ZERO ELEMENTS IN EACH ROW (σ) ARE SHOWN TO REFLECT THE PATTERN OF NON-ZERO ELEMENTS DISTRIBUTION.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Matrix</th>
<th>Domain</th>
<th>Dimensions</th>
<th>nnz</th>
<th>μ</th>
<th>σ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>bcstk32</td>
<td>Structural Problem</td>
<td>44609 x 44609</td>
<td>2014701</td>
<td>45.16</td>
<td>15.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>cant</td>
<td>2D/3D Problem</td>
<td>62451 x 62451</td>
<td>4007383</td>
<td>64.17</td>
<td>14.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>conoph</td>
<td>2D/3D Problem</td>
<td>83334 x 83334</td>
<td>6010480</td>
<td>72.13</td>
<td>19.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>craneoeg_2</td>
<td>Structural Problem</td>
<td>63838 x 63838</td>
<td>14148858</td>
<td>221.64</td>
<td>95.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>c20stif</td>
<td>Structural Problem</td>
<td>52329 x 52329</td>
<td>2600295</td>
<td>51.57</td>
<td>16.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>lhr71</td>
<td>Chemical Process Simulation Problem</td>
<td>70304 x 70304</td>
<td>1494006</td>
<td>21.74</td>
<td>26.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>ohne2</td>
<td>Semiconductor Device Problem</td>
<td>181343 x 181343</td>
<td>6869939</td>
<td>61.01</td>
<td>21.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>pdb1HY5</td>
<td>Weighted Undirected Graph</td>
<td>36417 x 36417</td>
<td>4344765</td>
<td>119.31</td>
<td>31.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>gwtk</td>
<td>Structural Problem</td>
<td>217918 x 217918</td>
<td>1152432</td>
<td>53.39</td>
<td>4.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>rma10</td>
<td>Computational Fluid Dynamics Problem</td>
<td>46835 x 46835</td>
<td>2329092</td>
<td>50.69</td>
<td>27.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>shipec1</td>
<td>Structural Problem</td>
<td>140874 x 140874</td>
<td>3568176</td>
<td>55.46</td>
<td>11.07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>soc-sign-epinions</td>
<td>Directed Weighted Graph</td>
<td>131828 x 131828</td>
<td>841372</td>
<td>6.38</td>
<td>32.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>Stanfard</td>
<td>Directed Graph</td>
<td>281903 x 281903</td>
<td>2312497</td>
<td>8.20</td>
<td>166.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>webbase-1M</td>
<td>Weighted Directed Graph</td>
<td>1000005 x 1000005</td>
<td>3105536</td>
<td>3.11</td>
<td>25.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>xeon2</td>
<td>Materials Problem</td>
<td>157464 x 157464</td>
<td>3866688</td>
<td>24.56</td>
<td>4.07</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![SpaceA Speedup and Energy Savings](image)

Fig. 5. Overall speedup and energy savings w.r.t GPU.

B. Overall Performance, Power, and Area

Figure 5 shows the performance and energy efficiency for both our architecture design and the proposed mapping algorithm. As shown in Figure 5, the architecture design of SpaceA obtains 6.22x speedup and reduces the energy consumption by 4.89x (79.55% energy saving) on average compared to the GPU baseline. The results of SpaceA shown in Figure 5 uses a naive mapping which randomly assigns rows from the sparse matrix to PEs, so the performance and energy efficiency benefits mainly come from the advance of the architecture design. Figure 5 also demonstrates the overall performance energy efficiency with the proposed mapping method. SpaceA with the proposed mapping achieves 13.54x speedup and reduces 7.99x energy consumption (87.49% energy saving) on average compared to the GPU baseline. The comparison between the results of SpaceA using two mapping methods reveals that our proposed mapping method contributes 2.18x speedup and saves 1.63x energy consumption over the naive mapping method.

We estimate the area of the hardware components needed by SpaceA in addition to the existing HMC memory with CACTI-3DD [15] and an existing FPU design [23]. These hardware components are assumed to be fabricated in the 22 nm technology. According to prior studies [73], the area of compute-logic fabricated in the DRAM process could be up to 2x larger than the one fabricated in the CMOS process due to the less number of metal layers. Thus we multiply all area results from CACTI-3DD and existing FPU design by 2x to estimate the area of these components in the DRAM process.

The area of hardware components in a bank group is shown in Table II. As shown in Table II, SpaceA only has an area overhead of 0.1458 mm² on the bank group level, which is only 4.86% of the area of a bank group and 5.96% of the area of memory banks. Thus the design of SpaceA has very little area overheads when integrating PE with memory banks. We estimate the area of L2 CAM and L2 load queue which reside on the base die in a similar way. In the default configuration, the area of L2 CAM is 0.1898 mm² and the area of L2 load queue is 0.0760 mm². The area of these two components is 0.2658 mm² in total, which is 8.86% area of a vault. The base die in the vanilla HMC memory has 10% to 30% area budget where other prior work integrates compute-logic [4], [24]. As long as the area of components on the base die does not exceed this budget, these components do not introduce any area overhead. In our work, we conservatively assume that the area budget on the base die is only 10%, thus the area of our L2 CAM and load queue is still within such a conservative area budget.

Recent research studies [73] and industrial prototypes [62]...
have demonstrated the feasibility of fabricating compute-logic in the DRAM process. However, the thermal issue is still a well-known challenge for PIM architecture based on 3D memory [20], [34]. We demonstrate the power density of components on DRAM dies in Table II. As shown in Table II, the peak power density per footprint is 532.48 mW/mm² (66.56 mW/mm² x 8 layers), which is under the constraint of power density from both commodity server active cooling [46] (706 mW/mm²) and high-end server active cooling [20] (1214 mW/mm²).

C. Mapping

In this section, we discuss performance metrics and power breakdown in detail in order to gain a better understanding of the source of these performance and energy efficiency benefits from our proposed mapping method.

Workload Balance. Since the performance of SpMV in SpaceA is bounded by the slowest PE, one goal of the proposed mapping method is to balance workloads among PEs. To quantify the workload balance, we do the following. First, we define the amount of work done by a PE to be the number of non-zero elements processed by it. Next, we define normalized workload, which indicates the ratio of the average amount of work done across all the PEs and the maximum amount of work done by any single PE. We use the normalized workload to represent the quantitative metric for workload balance (higher the better). The choice of the denominator in this ratio calculation is explained by the fact that workload balance is bottlenecked by the slowest PE, i.e., the PE which does the largest amount of work. In the ideal case where non-zero elements are evenly distributed among PEs, the normalized workload should equal one due to the equivalence between the average and the maximum PE workloads. The difference of normalized workload between the naive mapping and the proposed mapping is shown in Figure 6(a). Figure 6(a) shows that the normalized workload of the naive mapping is only 81% of that of the proposed mapping on average, which indicates that the maximum PE workload in the proposed mapping is only 81% of that in the naive mapping. The smaller maximum PE workload demonstrates a better workload balance in the proposed mapping.

Locality Improvement. In the flow of our proposed mapping method, we consider locality optimization. To demonstrate the locality improvement in the proposed mapping, we profile the hit rate of both L1 CAM and L2 CAM, the traffic on TSV for intra-vault communication, and the traffic on NoC for inter-vault communication. Since intra-vault communication through TSVs has a uniform latency while inter-vault communication through NoC has non-deterministic latency, we define the traffic of TSV as the amount of data transferred through TSVs and the traffic of NoC as the size of a packet multiplied by the distance between the source and the destination of the packet. Figure 6(b)-(d) demonstrate these profiling results. Overall, Figure 6(d) shows that the traffic on TSV and NoC is only 33.11% and 38.89% with respect to that of the naive mapping, which indicates a significant amount of communication savings resulted from the improvement of the locality. In details, Figure 6(b) shows that the proposed mapping improves the average L1 CAM hit rate of all L1 CAMs significantly from 18% and 78% on average while Figure 6(c) shows that the L2 CAM hit rate decreases in the proposed mapping from 47.09% to 31.93%. The main reason for the decreasing L2 CAM hit rate comes from the reduction of requests to L2 CAM with the same amount of cold miss. As a result, the saving of NoC traffic is less than the saving of TSV traffic.

Energy Breakdown. To understand the energy efficiency between the naive mapping and the proposed mapping method, we demonstrate the energy consumption breakdown for these two mapping methods. We normalize the energy consumption of different parts into the energy consumption of DRAM dynamic power mapped by the naive mapping. We divide the overall energy consumption into four parts. The first part is the DRAM dynamic power. The second part is the dynamic power of PE, L1 CAM with its load queue, and L2 CAM with its load queue. The third part is the dynamic power of interconnect, which includes TSV and NoC. The last part is the static power of the whole chip. The energy breakdown of these four parts for the naive mapping and the proposed mapping is shown in Figure 8. We have several observations from Figure 8. First, the dynamic power of hardware components added by SpaceA design is negligible (PE & L1 & L2 dynamic). Second, 65.55% on average of the dynamic power of interconnect is saved by the proposed mapping, which is the result of a reduced traffic amount on TSV and NoC shown in Figure 6(d). Finally, the proposed mapping method saves 54.05% energy consumption of the static power part: the result of improved performance. The static power dominates the overall energy consumption in
matrix 7, 12, and 13. The energy consumption of static power is saved in the proposed mapping method of the matrix 7 due to a 3.87x speedup over the naive mapping. Matrix 12 and 13 have a relatively poor access pattern, thus pushing heavy traffic in the interconnect and resulting in a long execution time while DRAM banks and PEs are idle in most of the cycles.

D. Sensitivity Study

We conduct sensitivity studies for L1 CAM, L2 CAM, and TSV transfer latency to justify the selected design points in SpaceA architecture.

L1 and L2 CAM Sensitivity Study. We study the performance sensitivity of L1 and L2 CAM by varying either the number of sets or the number of ways. The average speedups compared to GPU for different numbers of sets and different numbers of ways in L1 and L2 CAM are shown in Figure 7(a)-(d). As shown in Figure 7(a) and (b), the performance of SpaceA is not sensitive to the size of L1 CAM. Although varying the number of ways could help the average speedup from 13.43 to 13.80, the benefit from such a large number of ways is relatively insignificant. Therefore, we keep the number of sets as small and the number of ways as large, resulting in the design with an L1 CAM composed of 32 sets and 4 ways per set. As shown in Figure 7(c) and (d), the performance is moderately sensitive to L2 CAM settings. Although the changes of speedup are not significant, these speedup changes are still noticeable, from 11x to 15x, among different CAM settings. Since L2 CAM can be as large as within the area budget, we study the trade-off between the performance and L2 CAM area as shown in Figure 7(e). Figure 7(e) shows that a larger L2 CAM usually result in a better speedup. Thus we select the largest one under our area budget, 10% area of a vault. Figure 7(e) also shows that our proposed mapping algorithm can leverage a smaller L2 CAM while achieving a better performance compared to the naive mapping. The naive mapping with an L2 CAM as large as 0.76 mm$^2$ achieves only a 68.61% speedup of the proposed mapping with an L2 CAM as small as 0.09 mm$^2$. The results further demonstrate the advantage of our proposed mapping method in terms of efficient hardware resource usage.

TSV Sensitivity Study. Most of PIM architecture design based on 3D memory technology leverages the low latency of TSV data transfer. We conduct a sensitivity study for TSV latency by varying the latency setting in our performance simulator. Figure 9 shows the performance slowdown of different TSV data transfer latency. Figure 9 shows that there is little difference between the latency of 1 cycle or 2 cycles for most of matrices. For the scenario where TSV transfer is 4 cycles, some matrices are not affected significantly (within 10% performance slowdown) while some matrices exhibit significant performance slowdown up to 2x. Thus the average slowdown of the performance is 1.3x, a factor which can hardly be ignored. When the TSV transfer latency is increased to 16 cycles, the performance incurs a 2x slowdown on average. In summary, our design is not sensitive to the TSV latency when it is low enough while the performance of design will start to degrade when the TSV latency is large enough, which justifies the reason for a design based on 3D memory technology bringing the low latency of TSV transfers.
E. Scalability

We show the scalability of SpaceA by increasing the number of cubes in Figure 10. Figure 10 shows that SpaceA with 32 cubes achieves 1.42x speedup and SpaceA with 64 cubes achieves 1.8x speedup on average compared to the default configuration. These results reveal moderate scalability where overheads come from a more expensive inter-vault communication with an increase of cube amount. Although the scalability of SpaceA is moderate, the memory capacity of baseline design (64 GB) is able to accommodate most of the matrices from the University of Florida collection (max size about 50 GB) [19]. When the number of cubes increases, the latency of memory access to other cubes becomes larger, which makes the size of the current PE queue not large enough to hide the latency of remote memory access. Using a larger PE queue and L1 load queue to exploit larger memory-level parallelism (MLP) will introduce a larger area overhead in the bank group level.

F. Case Study: Graph Analytics

Since SpMV is a building primitive in many application domains, such as scientific computing and graph analytics, SpaceA can be used to accelerate these applications. In order to study the performance benefits of SpaceA for these applications, we conduct a case study of running graph workloads on SpaceA, and compare the performance with state-of-the-art graph accelerators, Tesseract [4] and GraphP [76]. For comparing both Tesseract and GraphP, we use algorithms and input graphs evaluated in both of them. As a result, we use PageRank (PR) and Single-Source Shortest Path (SSSP) algorithms and Wiki (WK) and LiveJournal (LJ) input graphs [36] in this case study. Then, we run the implementation of these two algorithms from the GAP benchmark [11] on NVIDIA DGX-1 server (Intel Xeon CPU E5-2698 x2) as the baseline.

To obtain the performance on SpaceA, we rewrite SSSP and PR algorithms into iterations of SpMV [33], and run them on SpaceA under the same number of cubes, vaults, and memory banks as the Tesseract configuration. We assume Tesseract and GraphP can obtain the same speedup as claimed in their paper, and the speedup of Tesseract, GraphP, and SpaceA over CPU is summarized as Table III. This assumption overestimates the performance of Tesseract and GraphP because our CPU baseline is more performant than theirs. Specifically, the CPU in our baseline has more cores (40 vs. 32), the same L1 and L2 cache per core while larger L3 cache in total (100 MB vs. 32 MB), and higher memory bandwidth (153.6 GB/s vs. 102.4 GB/s). Moreover, we use a well-optimized GAP benchmark as the CPU baseline instead of in-house C++ implementations used in Tesseract [4].

The results in Table III show that SpaceA obtains better performance than Tesseract and GraphP despite the overestimation of their speedups. The performance improvement of SpaceA mainly comes from the higher bandwidth provided by the near-bank integration instead of placing compute-logic on the base die. In summary, SpaceA can significantly accelerate graph analytics and it has the potential to benefit other workloads built on SpMV computation.

VI. RELATED WORK

SpMV workloads. The study on efficient SpMV implementation starts from the CPU platform where the exploration of the locality of SpMV computations to efficiently use the memory bandwidth plays a major role [31], [44], [49], [66]. GPU provides massive memory-level parallelism and high memory bandwidth, which makes it a promising solution when it comes to accelerating SpMV workloads [13]. Although existing studies develop efficient implementations for the widely used compressed sparse row (CSR) format on GPUs [25], [45], new matrix compression formats, such as AMB [47], BRO [60], Cocktail [59], BCSC [69], and BCCOO [71], are proposed to address the challenges of irregular memory access and workload imbalance across different processing units in a more efficient and scalable manner. The road-map for SpMV on other many-core architectures, such as Intel Xeon Phi and Intel Knight Landing, is similar to GPGPU where customized matrix compression formats [43], [61], [68] are designed together with the parallel algorithms SpMV to partition workloads across cores. Although these studies exploit existing memory bandwidth very well, they can not overcome the problem of limited memory bandwidth. Unlike these prior works optimizing SpMV on multi-core (CPU) or many-core processors (GPU), we exploit PIM-based architecture for superior bandwidth to overcome the bandwidth problem in multi-core and many-core processors.

PIM and NDP accelerators. There are several studies for PIM and NDP architectures in recent years for general purpose programs on different memory technologies, such as non-volatile memory (NVM) [22], [40] and DRAM [5], [39], [56], [73], [75]. These architectures are usually equipped with compute logic designed for basic arithmetic primitives to support general purpose programs. Meanwhile, PIM ar-
rchitectures are also very promising in accelerator designs, which are customized for specific application domains, such as neural networks, block-chain, and image processing [26] workloads. In particular, many neural network workloads are memory intensive [70], thus prior studies exploit PIM architectures for different application phases: both training [8], [16], [27], [41], [53], [57] and inference phases [6], [17], [24], [32], [35], [55], [63]. Among these application domains prior work studied for exploiting PIM architectures, graph analytics is the closest to SpMV workloads. In the vertex-centric programming model, a graph algorithm is equivalent to multiple iterations of SpMV when edges are stored in an adjacency matrix. Prior work studied graph workloads in PIM architectures for various memory technologies [4], [18], [48], [58] and efficient graph data partition methods [76]. Our case study in Section V-F shows that SpaceA achieves higher performance than prior designs placing compute-logic on the base die because of higher effective bandwidth exploited at the memory bank level. Prior studies have also exploited similar sparse linear algebra primitives, such as sparse matrix-matrix multiplication (SpGEMM) [79]. However, SpGEMM is very different from SpMV because of its poor data reuse opportunity. Other research discussing in-memory computing for the scientific workloads [21] has also been conducted. However, these studies do not use compact sparse formats leading to both storage and performance overheads. Overall, different from all of these PIM accelerators, SpaceA is the first to design lightweight compute-logic near DRAM banks for irregular workloads whose memory access pattern is highly irregular thus introducing challenges for increasing the utilization of bank-level memory bandwidth.

Sparse linear algebra primitive accelerators. There are prior studies designing accelerators for SpMV [52] or other sparse linear algebra primitives [7], [30]. In particular, because of the model compression techniques for neural network applications, such as weight pruning [29] and weight quantization [64], a lot of dense linear algebra primitives are transformed to sparse ones. As a result, these sparse neural network training and inference workloads attract intensive attention to accelerator designs for sparse linear algebra primitives [42], [50], [77], [78]. Although these studies optimize SpMV for better locality or workload balance for on-chip computation, these compute-centric hardware designs have limited memory bandwidth. SpaceA exploits a PIM-based architecture superior bandwidth to overcome the bandwidth problem in CPU, GPU, and compute-centric accelerators.

VII. DISCUSSION

System and programming interface: Since SpaceA is designed as a standalone accelerator attached to the PCIe bus, it copies the sparse matrix and input vector from the CPU, offloads the computation of SpMV, and finally copies the output vector back to the CPU. The software support of SpaceA needs to provide APIs for memory allocation, data transfer, and SpMV computation invocation so that CPU programs can offload SpMV computation to SpaceA. Because the data format is different between sparse matrices and vectors, these two data structures need different driver APIs to support data allocation and transfer. Additionally, the sparse matrix needs to be pre-processed on the CPU for assigning different rows across PEs before it is transferred to SpaceA. This execution model has been proven practical by prior studies offloading SpMV into GPU [47], [59], [60], [71].

HMC vs. HBM: Although our architecture design of SpaceA is demonstrated and evaluated based on HMC-like configuration, SpaceA can also be realized by HBM [2] achieving similar performance and power under an equivalent configuration. The effectiveness of SpaceA architecture design mainly relies on two perspectives, near-bank logic integration and low latency communications for banks within the same channel. Although memory banks are grouped into the same channel horizontally in HBM while vertically in HMC, both of these two architectures have low latency TSV for communications among banks in the same channel. Therefore, the proposed approach would be applicable to HBM with a similar conclusion on performance and energy improvement.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we design an accelerator, SpaceA, based on PIM architecture by integrating compute-logic at the memory bank level to provide orders of magnitude higher effective bandwidth than GPU for SpMV computation. To exploit such a high bandwidth, our PE design is composed of a queue that holds memory requests to hide the latency of memory access to data in other memory banks. To exploit locality and to reduce traffic among memory banks, we integrate CAM buffers in SpaceA to cache data from the input vector. In addition to the architecture design, we develop a mapping scheme for SpaceA to balance workload and exploit locality among PEs. Our evaluation of 15 real-world matrices shows that SpaceA is highly competitive in terms of performance and energy-efficiency compared to the state-of-the-art GPU baseline.
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